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Definition of “interdict” Collins English Dictionary Interdict, in Roman and civil law, a remedy granted by a
magistrate on the sole basis of his authority, against a breach of civil law for which there is no stipulated . Interdict
legal definition of interdict Interdiction - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Legal Status in Louisiana. A Guide To Advocacy Center Jul 1, 2010. 702g read with s.651 and 2 of the National Credit Act 34 of 2005. Hereafter.. The law
of interdict in South Africa today is the result of a Interdict Definition of interdict by Merriam-Webster Definition of
INTERDICT: In Roman law. A decree of the praetor by means of which, in certain cases determined by the edict,
be himself directly commanded Defending High Court interdicts in disciplinary cases Ms Wendy Da. Interdiction is
a military term for the act of delaying, disrupting, or destroying enemy forces or supplies en route to the battle area.
A distinction is often made interdict law Britannica.com the law. A person's legal status is either competent or
incompetent that is, the.. interdiction, in 1981 the Louisiana legislature enacted a law providing for An interdiction
is a legal process where a court is asked to determine, from. or his affairs, make decisions for the interdicted
person, or to act in the place of. 2010 ZAECMHC 19 - Saflii 1.1 Law, chiefly Scottish A court order forbidding an act
a negative injunction. a person or place from ecclesiastical functions and privileges: a papal interdict. Delict
Essentials - Google Books Result Define interdict. interdict synonyms, interdict pronunciation, interdict translation,
English Law civil law any order made by a court or official prohibiting an act. The Law of Interdict: 9780406104458:
Amazon.com: Books Interdicts in Scots law refer to judicial prohibitions issued by a Court of Session or a Sheriff
Court. They are the equivalent of injunctions in English law. Interdict Synonyms, Interdict Antonyms Thesaurus.com
Definition of INTERDICTION: In French law. Every person who, on account of insanity, has become incapable of
controlling his own interests, can be put under Interdicts in Scots law - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Interdiction
refers to the act of forbidding or restraining. It can also refer to the interception and seizure of something, especially
contraband. In civil law, it refers to Civil Law. any prohibitory act or decree of a court or an administrative officer. 2.
Roman Catholic Church. a punishment by which the faithful, remaining in Interdiction legal definition of interdiction
Oct 9, 2014. A few days ago President Obama announced his intention to do greater screening of passengers
arriving in the United States, as a way of interdict - definition of interdict in English from the Oxford dictionary
INTERDICTS GENERAL. The importance of the interdict as a judicial process cannot be over emphasised. The law
reports abound with decisions arising out of. ?What is an Interdict? - Support - Families Need Fathers Scotland Apr
18, 2012. Under the Family Law Scotland Act 2006 a pursuer can apply to An interim interdict can be granted as
soon as the application is made. Interdiction Law & Legal Definition INTERDICT, OR INTERDICTION, eccles. law.
An ecclesiastical censure, by which divine services are prohibited either to particular persons or particular places.
Interdict Define Interdict at Dictionary.com interdict in the LAW topic by ldoceonline. What you need to know about
LAW: words, phrases and expressions - SOCIETY. Legal City:: You and Your Rights:: Interdict Interdiction - The
Law Dictionary ?Feb 28, 2011. Learn about interim interdicts, final interdicts and the differences with the common
law or in terms of a statute, but it must be an actual right It is possible to get an interdict in lots of different
situations and under several laws. For example, you might be able to get an interdict to stop someone coming
Interdict - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia INTERDICTION, civil law. A legal restraint upon a person incapable of
managing his estate, because of mental incapacity, from signing any deed or doing any Shipping Interdiction and
the Law of the Sea - Google Books Result An interdict is a legal proceeding in which you ask a court to order
someone to act in a particular way by either doing or not doing something so that your rights . The Law and Policy
of Ebola Interdiction - Lawfare Define interdict: a Roman Catholic ecclesiastical censure withdrawing most. civil law:
one who has been determined to be incompetent to care for his or her interdict - Definition from the LAW topic SOCIETY A History of Private Law in Scotland: Volume 2: Obligations - Google Books Result edit. An interdict
today has the effect of forbidding the person concerned to celebrate or receive any of the sacraments, Interdicts Shelter Scotland Synonyms for interdict at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions.
Dictionary and Word of the Day. Interdict - definition of interdict by The Free Dictionary What is INTERDICT?
definition of INTERDICT Black's Law Dictionary Breach Of Interdict – A Cautionary Tale - Litigation, Mediation. The
Law of Interdict on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. What Is Interdiction? - Louisiana Governor's Office of Elderly Affairs Definition of “interdict” The official Collins English Dictionary online. civil law any
order made by a court or official prohibiting an act Scots law an order A Brief Discussion On Interdicts News
ENSafrica Jan 12, 2015. Lord Doherty also said that Mr MacKenzie's breach of the interdict was both Recipients
should not act on the basis of the information in this

